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Scope

Introduction,  
Purpose and Scope

This Data Licensing certification is a specialist module that focuses on the licensing and related compliance aspects of 
financial markets information usage at all levels from original source to ultimate consumer, including derived data and 
re-distribution. It follows the initial FISD FIA exam introduced a few years ago, that provides a broad foundation for 
learning and for confirmation of knowledge on the general topic areas in financial markets information.

This examination and certification is intended to validate that students have a broad and deep understanding of financial 
markets information licensing, compliance, and essentially related areas.

The knowledge that underlies the examination should be useful for a wide range of candidates from many job functions 
and areas where knowledge of data licensing is important or essential. Those people will need and should have a good 
working knowledge of their licensing obligations, their touch-points with other areas, how to achieve compliance and 
the potential impacts of non-compliance. This will include people from exchanges and other trading venues, vendors, 
re-distributors, and end-user firms.

This syllabus identifies the scope of expected candidate knowledge. It should be used by candidates and trainers to 
prepare for the exam. The syllabus does not include all the detail that a candidate needs to know in order to pass the 
examination – it is expected that candidates will acquire the necessary knowledge through self-study, online training, 
or in-person training classes.

The examination is not intended to test the candidate’s detailed knowledge of individual provider’s licensing policies and 
practices. However, candidates who participate effectively will come away armed with key areas of knowledge that will 
enable them to engage meaningfully in discussions and activities related to data licensing.

To pass the exam candidates must be able to demonstrate a good knowledge of the purpose of data licensing, how it 
came about and has developed. They must understand what licensing is, what kind of data is generally licensable, and 
trends in licensing of different data types and usage.

They must have a working knowledge of the licensing “life cycle” from data origination to consumption and the 
processes and controls from requirements validation through policies, contracts, entitlement management, application 
inventory systems, market data inventory administration, to actual usage analysis, declarations, invoice validation, and 
license compliance and audit.
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Terminology and Abbreviations
There is no industry standard for terminology used in data licensing. Where appropriate this syllabus uses 
recommendations from (or interpretations of) the appropriate FISD initiatives or commonly used phrases from other 
reference material which is listed in Appendix B.

Where it is important to have a reference meaning in the context of the syllabus and exam, definitions of terms are 
listed in Appendix A.

There are also many abbreviations and acronyms used in the data licensing world. Those that are used in this syllabus
and maybe in exam questions are also listed in Appendix A
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• The different terms that may be used by different policies and how to interpret their meaning

• 

• The multiple licenses that may be required

That a firm may perform several roles

1.1 Information Providers

Candidates should be able to describe the various types of firm and their roles in the controlled distribution of licensed 
data, whether fee-liable or not. They should understand how control and reporting responsibilities vary according to 
role and, in a given scenario, be able to identify the fundamental interests and obligations for each firm in the 
distribution hierarchy.

It is important that a candidate can identify within the wording of various contracts between firms the license rights,
requirements and obligations implied for a particular role. They should understand:

• the rationale for requiring a license and/or fees 

• distribution channels used

• that information providers may themselves license data from other information providers

Candidates should understand that license requirements and fees can vary considerably depending on whether data 
is sourced directly from the information provider or via a vendor.

1.1.1 TRADING VENUES

Candidates should understand the role of exchanges, MTFs, SEFs, OTFs etc. in the creation of licensable data.  They 
should appreciate that even between similar establishments, such as stock exchanges, there is a great variation in 
policies and terms and conditions as well as many different ways of expressing similar concepts, such as netting or 
disaster provisions, often without mentioning the terms. This makes it important that candidates are familiar with the 
concepts and able to interpret contract language to ensure proper understanding.

Questions will not be set on contracts from particular venues by name, but questions will be set based on extracts 
from and concepts within various different agreements. 

1

FIRMS and Roles in the  
Licensed Data Life Cycle

nformation providers are the “original sources” of licensable data. While trading venues are key providers, many other
firms, including vendors are also information providers in their own right and there are often reciprocal or multilateral
licensing arrangements between firms. Candidates should understand:

FISD Data Licensing Module Certification Syllabus  |  FISD DLS v1.0
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 1.1.2 OTHER INFORMATION PROVIDERS

There are many other providers of licensed data. This includes news, credit ratings, indices and index data, pricing 
services, reference data, niche data, etc.  Vendors themselves can act as providers of original data in addition to 
aggregating and/or adding value to data from other information providers.

Candidates should appreciate the range of providers and the complexities of correct licensing.

1.2 Data Vendors and Sub-Vendors

• how vendors may add value and charge increased fees for original works of their own, such as news or data 
cleansing

• Vendor mark-up on information provider fees.

Obligations to obtain approvals between client firms and source firms

• How license restriction or availability may depend on additional service provision. For example, the Chicago 
Mercantile Exchange (CME) concept of a “managed user”

• 

1.3 Service Facilitators

Candidates should understand:

• 

• 

• The agreements required to act as a service facilitator

Factors that may enable or prevent a firm from being classed as a facilitator

What kind of firms might be classed as a service facilitator

• The possible license obligations of a service facilitator

The advantages and disadvantages to a firm becoming or using a service facilitator• 

1.4 Technology Product and Service Providers

• The potential implications of creating derived data as covered in section 2.4, “Derived Data”

• The implications of providing re-distribution systems as discussed in section 2.3, “External Distribution/
Redistribution”

• The way such systems and services may breach license agreements

• Mistakes that suppliers (and purchasers/implementers) make

• License requirements that providers may have for development and operation of systems.

The terms “vendor,” “aggregator,” “distributor,” “re-distributor” and “sub-vendor” are often used colloquially to mean 
similar things, but various policies may have quite different meanings, with certain implications. Please see Appendix 
A for the definitions used in the syllabus and exam.

Candidates should understand where vendors fit into the distribution life-cycle and the license obligations that they 
have on their own account, on behalf of the information providers, and on account of their clients, which may be 
subscribers or sub-vendors. Candidates should also understand:

Many firms in the data life cycle use service facilitators as defined in Appendix A in connection with their use of data.
However, different information providers have different definitions and policies towards service facilitators.

These are firms other than service facilitators that provide systems and services that process licensable data but do
not themselves supply any data. They may create data from licensable inputs. Candidates should be aware of:

FISD Data Licensing Module Certification Syllabus  |  FISD DLS v1.0
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1.5 Subscribers

Candidates should understand many aspects of license policy relating to subscribers including:

Candidates should understand what services are available from specialist firms and how they can:

• 

• Responsibilities for reporting usage (covered in section 3.2, “Usage Tracking and Reporting/Declarations”)

The significance of unit of count (covered in section 2.5, “Unit of Count”)

• The importance of access control and reporting systems (covered in section 3.4.3, “Access Control and 
Reporting Systems”)

• The difference that internal vs external distribution can make (covered in section 2.2.3, “External Distribution / 
Redistribution”)

• The different licenses applicable depending on the data usage (covered in section 2.2.2, “Non-Display (or 
Application) Licenses”)

• The potentially grave consequences of breach of contract and how it may arise inadvertently

• The terms “derived data,” “re-distribution,” “reverse engineering” and the license implications if certain data is 
processed in these ways

• The difference (and the importance of the difference) in licensing of various subscriber types, see section 2.3, 
“Types of User”

1.6 Audit Service Providers and Other Specialists

• 

• Help a supplier ensure its clients are correctly licensed and invoiced

Assist a consumer firm in preparation for audit from a supplier

• Investigate the potential for reduction of license liabilities

They should understand the syllabus items covered in 3 “Governance, Compliance and Audit”).

These are the financial institutions and other parties that use licensable data within their businesses, whether display 
device users, applications, professional or non-professional.

FISD Data Licensing Module Certification Syllabus  |  FISD DLS v1.0
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This section examines the detail of different licensing situations and models.

Different models and pricing structures that may apply

How license obligations may be cumulative

Why unit-of-count is important and how it can differ between display, non-display and between providers 
and license type

Implications of storing real-time, delayed data or other data

Regional variations, e.g. between USA and Europe

Common concepts and abbreviations encountered in various policies

Candidates should also be aware of potential pitfalls and common unintended breaches of license.

2.1 Categories of Licensable Data
Candidates should understand the types of data (market data, indices, reference data, etc.) that are typically licensable, 
including those listed below:

• Pre and post-trade data from trading venues such as:

• Exchanges
• MTFs
• SEFs / OTFs
• OTC / IDB Data

• Pricing Data (evaluated prices, volatility, etc.)

• News, Analysis and Research

• 3rd Party Data / Optional services

• Indices

• Levels / Value
• Constituents & Weightings

EOD / PCF files
Advance Change Notifications

• 
• 

2

Licensing

The exam does not require that candidates are expert in specific detail of the different policies and terms from dozens
of exchanges, vendors and other data sources, but the concepts and various guises in which they may appear must be
well understood. In particular candidates should know:

FISD Data Licensing Module Certification Syllabus  |  FISD DLS v1.0
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• Benchmarks / Fixings

• Historical Data, for example:

• End-of-Day
• Time & Sales
• Best Bid / Offer
• Market Depth

• Reference Data

• 
• Legal Entity (Issuer, Counterparty, Hierarchy and Dependency, etc.)

Instruments/Issue T&C and Identifiers

• Client Data
• Company Fundamentals and Financials

• Corporate Actions

• Credit Ratings

Candidates should understand the common types of licenses that are generally applicable for each data type.  They 
should understand that there may be multiple license agreements required with multiple providers and that different 
terms will apply for different usages and/or timeliness of data (e.g. real-time, delayed, end-of-day).

It is important to note that many license concepts and data charging criteria are common across various data types 
and asset classes. Hence, there is not a section detailing licensing for each of the above categories. Apart from the 
repetition that could result, license models are subject to relatively frequent change as models and concepts used in 
one area are expanded or adopted by another and this could result in such a structure becoming out of date quickly.

2.2 Types of License
Candidates should understand the diverse types of license and /or license features, when they are required and how 
one type may be more appropriate to a use-case than another valid license.

Each sub section deals with a particular license type or concept and candidates should be familiar with differences 
and inter-relationships:

• The difference between display and non-display license types and whether a particular use of data is one, the 
other or both

• How activities, such as data derivation and redistribution, may change the license requirement

How data policies and license fees typically differ significantly according to timeliness and perceived lower• 
value as data gets older

• How data and licensing requirement can move from being one type to another, for example from real-time to 
delayed and from delayed to historic

Some concepts, such as “display/non-display” and “delayed data” apply only to certain data categories or license 
types, other, such as “bulk”, “consumption based” apply to many. In the following, some “types” such as real-time data 
and delayed data are, arguably, not license “types” yet have can have an impact on the types of license needed (and 
fees due), so are included in this section.

FISD Data Licensing Module Certification Syllabus  |  FISD DLS v1.0
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2.2.1 DISPLAY LICENSES

Candidates should understand what constitutes a display for unit-of-count purposes. They should understand what 
the following are and what the count implications are. They should be able to answer questions on how to count in 
various scenarios and be able to deduce what the correct approach is likely to be in certain circumstances which may 
not be familiar.

• Master and slave terminals

• Wall boards and projection

• Spreadsheets

• Pay per view

• Web / Internet display

• Widgets and Gadgets

2.2.2 NON-DISPLAY (OR APPLICATION) LICENSES

Candidates should understand what a non-display license is, its purpose and raison d’etre. They should appreciate 
the range of approaches and license types and how license charges may vary according to the particular usage. For 
example:

•  Trading applications

• Proprietary trading
• Agency trading
• Alternative Trading Systems
• Other

• Redistribution

• For test purposes

• For use in development of product, particularly when the product may ultimately be used in conjunction with 
another provider’s data

• By service facilitators, operationally

• In risk management

By back, middle or front-office functions• 

• For settlement

• For Index calculation

They should understand that there may be prohibited use and exceptions which extend usage rights. They should 
also understand that timeliness of the data can change license requirements.

Candidates should also be aware of license models that apply to non-display use such as:

• Enterprise – all uses

Enterprise – specific use• 

• Per Application

FISD Data Licensing Module Certification Syllabus  |  FISD DLS v1.0
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2.2.3 EXTERNAL DISTRIBUTION / REDISTRIBUTION

should understand and be able to describe:
This section deals with the different and specific licenses required for distribution of data externally. Candidates

• The difference between internal use and external distribution

• The difference between fees for distribution of data and the fees for the data itself.

• When a subscriber becomes a (re)distributor and what must be in place before that is allowed

• The various kinds of redistribution license that may be required depending on different uses or types of data, 
including, but not limited to:

• Scope of data
• Level of detail
• The processing of the data (for example, calculation of indices)
• Service facilitation
• Operation of an Alternative Trading Platform (ATP)

• How more than one type of redistribution license may apply

• The requirement for attribution

• The caution required when using APIs and certain desktop applications

• White label considerations (also covered in 4.4, “Web / Internet Policies”)

2.2.4 DERIVED DATA

Candidates should understand what constitutes Derived Data and, in particular, what does not count. They should be 
clear on:

• 

• Scope for data combination

Definition of derived data

• Implications if data can be reverse engineered

• Licenses generally required for distribution and redistribution of derived data

• Different terms that may be used to describe or differentiate processed data

Specific licenses that may be required additionally, depending on use.• 

• Requirements for source attribution in various circumstances

• The different claims on IP ownership of derived data

• The different policy approaches to end-user fees for derived data

Note that the term “original works” or “derived works” is sometimes used synonymously with derived data but is not 
used elsewhere in the syllabus.

FISD Data Licensing Module Certification Syllabus  |  FISD DLS v1.0
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2.2.5 REAL-TIME AND ULTRA LOW LATENCY (ULL) DATA

Candidates must understand what is meant by the terms real-time and ultra uow uatency and the typical data types 
that they apply to.  They should understand why licenses for real-time and ULL data are so tightly controlled and 
potentially restrictive.

Candidates should understand:

• The types of application that need real-time or ULL data

• The typical license requirements to distribute, receive and use real-time data for:

• 
• Each kind of end-user

Each kind firm in the distribution hierarchy

• Different kinds of application or usage

• Applications that don’t usually need real-time data

• Common practices that incur real-time license fee rates where they are not required

2.2.6 DELAYED DATA

Delayed data is often, but not always, deliverable free of end-user license fees.  Candidates should know that using 
delayed data can provide opportunity for license fee reduction and be familiar with:

• 

• The FISD BIPPS Best Practice Recommendations for this

The significance of the delay before data may become free

• The typical license requirements to distribute, receive and use delayed data for:

• 
• Each kind of end-user

Each kind of firm in the distribution hierarchy

• Different kinds of application or usage

• 

• Ways of obtaining delayed data and their licensing implications

Applications and usage for which delayed data is usually sufficient

FISD Data Licensing Module Certification Syllabus  |  FISD DLS v1.0
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2.2.7 CONSUMPTION BASED MODELS

Candidates should understand what is meant by a data snapshot (usually of a price or collection of prices). They 
should understand the different consumption based charging models including snapshot, Pay-As-You-Go (PAYG), 
Pay-Per-View and Price-Per-Request (PPR); the types of data to which they are typically applicable; and the way fees 
can vary according to the license chosen. Candidates should be aware of the following:

• Licensed availability of snapshot data (not all providers cater for them)

• Applications that typically could use snapshots

• Illegal use of snapshots with contended access or contended cache systems

• Types of device where PPR pricing is usually appropriate

• The factors to consider when deciding if a PPR license is better than other possible schemes in a given 
situation

• Recording and reporting obligations

• Consequence of incorrect recording or reporting

• Different units of count in consumption based contexts

• Capping

• The implications of PPR redistribution

• The requirements before allowing PPR redistribution

• Restrictions on a PPR service

• Caching to reduce consumption based charges and caching restrictions

2.2.8 END OF DAY (EOD)

Candidates should understand what is commonly meant by end of day data and be aware that providers may have 
different license provisions for this class of data. They should understand:

• That many policies are silent on “end of day” usage and charges

• That EOD data is not automatically free of any charge and that user fees and /or redistribution fees and licenses
may be required, depending on specific definitions and policies 

• That fees may depend on the source of the data (vendor vs information provider)

• That EOD data licensed one day may not be licensed the next

2.2.9 HISTORICAL DATA USAGE

Candidates should understand what constitutes historical data in the eyes of the information provider and how that 
may differ from the end-user perception.  They should understand: 

• The implication of received data use beyond current day

• License requirements for storage of data

• License requirements for re-distribution

• Common exclusions from a historical data redistribution license

• Exceptions (fee waivers) for certain historical data

Candidates should also know that historical data services are available from information providers and vendors and 
of the various license/usage structures that exist.

FISD Data Licensing Module Certification Syllabus  |  FISD DLS v1.0
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2.2.10 VALUE-BASED LICENSES

Candidates should be familiar with licenses where the fees payable are based on a measure of the potential or actual 
value that the data use creates for the licensee. They should be aware of the typical terms and conditions and different 
fees structures and understand:

• AUM based licensing, particularly of indexes and benchmarks

• Balance sheet based

How value-based licensing may or may not be mutually beneficial• 

• The scope for negotiation of structure and fees

2.2.11 BULK LICENSING

Candidates should be aware of different types of bulk or “unlimited” use licenses and how they may or may not be
mutually beneficial. These may be based, for example on: 

• 

• Data type, (e.g. reference data, pricing data)

Business unit, e.g., firm, enterprise, site, division

• Geographic uegion

• A combination of factors

2.2.12 WEB / INTERNET POLICIES

• 

• When that may not be the case

How fees may be significantly lower, per user.

• White-labeling of data:

• Raw and derived
• Attribution requirements

• Charging methodology similarities / differences

• Enterprise licenses

Candidates should be aware that significant policy variations may apply for web or public internet distribution of data.
In particular, they should appreciate:

FISD Data Licensing Module Certification Syllabus  |  FISD DLS v1.0
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2.2.13 TRADEMARK LICENSING

Licensing of data is supported by laws including intellectual property (IP) law. Licensing that is associated with Data, 
but does not license the data itself or require Data delivery, is often referred to as “trademark” licensing. Examples are: 
reference to a benchmark in the marketing of a fund; use of an index in connection with ETF benchmarking; and use 
of a credit rating in support of a bond Issue.

This module does not go into depth on either IP law or trademark licensing. Nonetheless, the latter is an important 
area and candidates will need to be aware of the distinction and potential for breach of license by inappropriate use.

Candidates should be aware of the variety of uses, the rise in this kind of use and the issues of unlicensed use of 
benchmarks and indexes in particular.

2.3 Types of User
Candidates should be aware of the different types of user (professional member, professional non-member, professional 
individual, non-professional, application), how the user type affects license requirements and fees, and the obligations 
for administration of various user types.

2.3.1 PROFESSIONAL USERS

• 

• Professional individuals

The difference that being part of a member firm can make

• The implications when the user is an application (see 6.2, “Non-Display (or Application) Licenses”)

2.3.2 NON-PROFESSIONAL USERS (PRIVATE INVESTORS)

Candidates should understand the difference (and the importance of the difference) between professional and non-

Candidates should understand what characterizes a professional user. They should also appreciate:

professional users.

• 

• Factors that may automatically disqualify a person

The types of conditions that must be satisfied to qualify as a non-professional

• What a private investor can do with data

• What a private investor is not allowed to do

• What must be done by re-distributors before accepting a user as a private investor

• Controls that must be in place to service a private investor

• Retention requirements for non-pro declarations

FISD Data Licensing Module Certification Syllabus  |  FISD DLS v1.0
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2.4 Factors Affecting License Fees
Candidates should understand the different factors that could affect fees payable, according to the relevant license 
and pricing policy of the original source and its agreement(s) with the distributor(s) and that many of these factors 
may apply to many of categories of licensable data and license types. They should understand how the following can 
affect fees:

• Counting methodology (including “Unit of Count”)

• User type (application/individual/professional/non-professional)

• Number of users/devices/applications

• Perceived value

• Content - coverage and groupings including:

• Asset class
• Level of detail
• Data subset

• Geographic (country, regional, international, continental
• custom (Securities of Interest, custom index)
• universe, emerging markets

• Bulk licensing (see section 2.2.11, “Bulk Licensing”)

• Cost to acquire (e.g. Europe/USA versus emerging markets)

• 

• Speed/latency/time-frame

Cost to process (e.g. listed gilts vs securitized bonds)

• Use of data

• Membership status/commercial relationship

• Changes due to regulation or other pressures

FISD Data Licensing Module Certification Syllabus  |  FISD DLS v1.0
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2.5 Unit of Count

• Types of unit counted in different license types

• Display non-display
• Per user, per user per source, per device, per application, etc.

• Differences in when charges start to accrue

• How different policies may give rise to “free trial” periods

• The difference between commercial metrics based on entitlement and those based on actual usage

• The need for effective and demonstrable controls

• To enable and disable device access
• To enable and disable access to different datasets

• Counting for multiple access systems

• Counting and/or legality of ID sharing
Counting and/or legality of ID sharing• 

• Contended access

• The obligation to count and report different data usage types as in Section 3.3, “Usage Tracking and Reporting/

The significance of netting

The enterprise, firm, site or division, etc., as a unit of count

Declarations”

• 

• FISD Best Practice Recommendation on Unit of Count
• MISU (Multiple Instance/Installation Single User)
• How it changes the count
• How MiFID 2 could affect netting

Difficulties caused by indirect relationships• 

• 

Candidates should be thoroughly familiar with the concept of unit of count. Counting detail and approach may vary 
significantly between policies from different firms and the type of license granted. Questions will not be asked on 
specific polices, but candidates should be able to deduce correct answers on what, when and how to count in various 
posed scenarios. Questions may cover any of the following:
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2.6 Fee Waivers

Candidates should understand:

• What a fee waiver is

• That a fee waiver is not a license waiver

• Circumstances and conditions for various waivers including the cases in the following sections

2.6.1 USAGE FOR TEST / TRIAL / SIMULATION PURPOSES

• Typical limits on usage

• 

• When test usage may not be fee-free

How fee-free trial usage can fit with chargeable license policy

• Consequences of exceeding limits

• Difference between trial agreements and contracts for production use

• Danger of automatic conversion from fee-free to fee-liable

2.6.2 BUSINESS CONTINUITY PLANNING AND DISASTER RECOVERY

Data usage in BCP scenarios is sometimes not additionally charged. Candidates should be aware of the importance of 
understanding license policy and the BCP arrangements to ensure compliance in respect of:

• Number of sites

• Hot, cold, or warm operation

• Reporting obligations when BCP processes are activated

2.6.3 MEDIA REDISTRIBUTION / WEBSITES / NEWS CHANNELS

Candidates should be aware that (re-)distribution via certain media is often not fee liable. However, they should be 
clear that:

• Licenses vary and fees may be payable

• The licenses that may be required and should be checked for

• Obligations of the redistributor to obtain originator approval

Candidates should be aware that there may be fee exceptions or exemptions in certain circumstances but recognize 
that there is significant variation among providers in their approaches. They should know the following concepts and 
be able to identify the applicable licenses and fees in a given situation, assuming possession of the license agreement          
and related documents.
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2.6.4 OTHER FREQUENTLY EXEMPT USES

Candidates should be aware that license fees are not always payable, in particular for: 

• Use of snippets/limited extracts

• Ad hoc rather than systematic usage

• Internal administration usage

• Product development and support

• Education

case against typical policy wording to assess liability.
Candidate should know how to characterize these and other often fee-exempt use-cases and how to interpret a use

2.6.5 TRADE WAIVERS

While trade waivers are increasingly less common, candidates should still be aware of their possible existence and 
potential benefits.

2.7 Typical Components of a Contract (License Agreement)

2.7.1 LEGAL

• Parties to the contract. Refer to Section 2.8, “Contract Formation”

• Term and termination

• Trademarks and intellectual property pights

• Personal data protection

• Representation and warranty

• Indemnity

• Legal compliance

Confidentiality• 

• Amendment provisions

• Ability for a party to unilaterally amend the terms of an agreement

• Breach and its consequences

• Data retention rights on license expiry/purging

• Notices

Candidates should have a good sense of the provisions covered in a contract. While there is often little commonality
between contract structures, there are many components that are common to most agreements. This syllabus
proposes that items fall into three categories but these are likely to spread across many sections and, indeed,
different documents or appendices. No questions will be asked about categorization of a particular term or
condition or the structure of specific agreements.
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2.7.2 COMMERCIAL

• The data being licensed

• Responsibilities for associated costs, such as telecoms

• Data pricing

• Record keeping and reporting obligations

• Audit rights

• Invoicing

• Payment

2.7.3 DATA POLICIES / DATA USAGE

• Allowed use, conditions and restrictions

• Additional requirements to remove restrictions, such as on derived works

• Geographic or other location-related limitations

• Usage counting methodologies

• Display/non-display use

• Derived data

• Attribution requirements and exceptions

• Required controls

• Redistribution to third parties

2.8 Contract Formation
Candidates must understand the different contract relationships that exist in the data supply chain and the importance 
that details can have in deciding what is appropriate to the candidate’s circumstance.  They should be familiar with:

• 

• Direct and indirect relationships and the implications

The license arrangements required between firms in various roles.

• The hierarchy, rights and obligations of each relationship

• The need and means to advise, set up and / or remove a relationship

• The need for information provider or vendor approvals before some relationships are permitted

They must also understand the importance, both before agreeing a contract and when reviewing data rights and 
charges of:

• not making assumptions on the data or application usage combinations allowed 

• the corporate hierarchy and legal entity which holds the license for what groupings of data and how that may 
affect use in another business unit, affiliate, geography, or other related licensable entity

• the opportunities for cost reduction by license consolidation 
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Candidates should have a good grasp of license governance and the systems and processes necessary to maintain
compliance with their firms’ licensing obligations and should fully understand: 

• Common ways and consequences of breach of license terms

• The importance of usage tracking and access control, see Section 3.6.5, “Access Control and Reporting 
Systems”

• Requirements for record keeping and historic access reporting

Candidates should also be familiar with the topics in the following sections.

3.1 Maintaining Compliance
Candidates should a have good understanding of:

• Systems and services involved in compliance, including the technology covered in Section 3.3, “The Technology 
Used in License Control and Compliance.”

• Best practices, including:

• Processes for communication of license requirements
Handling data notifications• 

• Communication of license changes
Identification of license touch points and dependencies• 

• Training 
• The importance of good working relationships between partner compliance teams

• What to avoid, including:

• Assumption of rights
• Under reporting and how it can happen
• Misrepresentation
• Non-attribution
• Acting without formal agreement
• Failure to keep current with policy or price changes, see 3.3, “Keeping Track of License Changes”

3

Governance, Compliance  
and Audit
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3.2 Usage Tracking and Reporting / Declarations
Candidates should fully appreciate the need for accurate tracking of data usage and for reporting or declaring use. 
They must be able to identify the relevant clauses in the contract (or referenced policy) and understand:

• What must be reported

• Frequency and timeliness for reporting

• How the responsibility for reporting varies according to the license hierarchy and/or the policy of the data 
provider / vendor.

• Potential consequences of non-compliance

• Candidates should understand various reporting mechanisms such as:

• Data access statements/usage declarations required by various vendors

• Billing portals

• Honesty peclarations

They should understand where the different mechanisms apply and common recommendations for achieving accuracy.

3.3 Keeping Track of License Changes
Candidates should be aware that contract terms can be subject to change and may be subject to unilateral changes. 
They should know: 

• What elements are typically subject to change

How to identify what the modification process is for any agreement• 

• Methods to keep up-to-date/become informed of changes for each contract

• Typical timescales allowed to make changes for compliance

• The potential for unilateral changes and circumstances in which they may occur

• Dangers of and protection from “click-through” T&C

3.4 The Technology Used in License Control and Compliance

For each of the following systems, candidates should be able to:

• Describe their function and purpose

• 

• Describe desirable automation and interface capabilities

Give typical features & benefits

Answer specific questions on the points noted

• Identify the popular suppliers of each type of system or solution

• 

Candidates should have a good understanding of the various technologies that are deployed in association with market 
data licensing and compliance and how they can be used. A candidate is expected to recognize the phrases and 
understand in some detail the context, associated mechanisms and processes and for whom such things are relevant.
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3.4.1 EXCHANGE POLICY REFERENCE SYSTEMS / DATABASES

global trading venues.
These are systems that capture and analyze and/or summarize the wording of data license agreements from many

compliance?
What information do they contain and how can they help with license requirements analysis, cost efficiency, and

3.4.2 MARKET DATA INVENTORY / ADMINISTRATION SYSTEMS

Candidates should be aware of the purpose of these systems in the data licensing life-cycle.  They should appreciate 
and be able to expand on key reasons for deploying such a system, including:

• Cost transparency and control

• Usage visibility and control

Redundant service identification

Improved efficiency

Compliance verification

• 

• 

• Improved negotiating power

• 

In particular, candidates should understand how these systems may help:

• Show data usage by application, instrument type, exchange, etc.

• Identify and calculate actual and potential license liability

Confirm licensing compliance or show unlicensed use• 

• Model proposed market data strategies and assess their impact on licensing
Identify excess licensing and opportunities for cost rationalization• 

• Reduce resources and time required to manage audits

• Invoice reconciliation

• Compliant reporting

3.4.3 ACCESS CONTROL AND REPORTING SYSTEMS

These are systems that allow or deny and report on access to licensed data. Candidates should understand: 

• The contractual requirements for access control

• Financial consequences of having none or an inadequate system in place

The significance of data being enabled for use as opposed to actually used

How dynamic enablement systems can reduce costs and improve business efficiency

• 

• 

• The reporting outputs and how they are used in license compliance

• Issues with such systems in controlling secondary distribution systems

• Desirable interfaces with other systems, such as invoice reconciliation, inventory control, and control of 
downstream redistribution
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3.4.4 APPLICATION DEPENDENCY & DATA FLOW MAPPING 

These are systems that capture and show how some applications depend on others and the data flows between them. 
Candidates should understand and be able to explain how application dependency and data flow/mapping tools can 
be used in combination with Inventory tools to:

• Show data usage by source and application

• Identify unlicensed data

• Show unused licensed data

• Show multiple sources of the same data

3.4.5 USAGE DISCOVERY AND DATA TRACKING SYSTEMS

Candidates should be aware of the principles of operation of these systems and how they can be used in combination 
with Inventory and Dependency systems to help discover:

• Distribution and origin of data down to the instrument level

• People and applications using data

• Excess licensing

• Unlicensed use

They should be aware at a high level of:

• Commercial systems and other usage, snooping, and tracking mechanisms

• Why automation can be better than manual systems

• Intrusive vs non-intrusive systems

• Issues in deployment of such systems

• Supporting services required

• The overlap with market data management/inventory/mapping systems

3.4.6 ONLINE LICENSING PORTALS (OLP) / DATA SERVICE PLATFORMS

Candidates should be aware of what OLPs are and the trend towards using them for license administration.  They 
should know:

• 

• How their use can affect license changes

Typical benefits of such systems

• How billing may be improved for administration purposes

3.4.7 TECHNOLOGY THAT CAN CAUSE LICENSE ISSUES

Candidates should have a high-level understanding of how systems and technology such as a securities master, 
spreadsheets, APIs, and internal contributions systems can lead to inadvertent breach of license and, by deduction 
and knowledge of the licensing concepts in the syllabus, be able to answer questions about what to look for and how 
to correctly license when such technology is in use.
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3.5 Audit

  .stidua tcudnoc ot evah sredivorp noitamrofni taht sthgir eht dna stidua fo esoprup eht dnatsrednu dluohs setadidnaC
Candidate should be familiar with:

• Rights to audit and other measures - when, what, and why?

• What is looked at

• Different types of audit and auditor

• Information provider (exchange, index provider, etc.)
• Vendor
• Third-party specialist
• Internal

• The audit process

• Notice periods
• Conducting an audit (data provider perspective)
• Internal audits
• Being audited (consumer perspective)
• Being audited (vendor perspective)

• How to prepare for audit

• Audit fees

• Consequences of audit

• Retroactive billing changes
• Back dated charges
• Interest
• Back credits
• Time limits on over/under charge adjustments

• Dealing with disagreement

• Feedback to compliance and systems
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Appendix A: Terminology and Abbreviations

A.1 TERMINOLOGY

There is no industry standard for terminology used in data licensing. Where appropriate this syllabus uses 
recommendations from (or interpretations of) the appropriate FISD initiatives or commonly used phrases from other 
reference material which is listed in Appendix B. This is not a comprehensive glossary, rather it is a succinct list of 
terms where it is important to have a reference meaning or use in the context of the exam.

Data/Information markets information. The incorrect but common singular “data is” is used rather than 
These terms are used interchangeably to mean a single item or collection of financial

“data are.”

Derived Data Data that is produced from other Data, some of which is licensable, from which it is not 
possible to deduce the original value(s).

End-user A natural person that a subscriber, a vendor, or a sub-vendor permits to receive 
information.

Exchange/Venue captures and claims intellectual property rights on market data that it subsequently sells 
A regulated firm that facilitates trading between willing buyers and sellers and, as a result,

to market participants.

Information Provider may be payable either directly or indirectly. Examples include, but are not limited to, 
Any organization that creates and/or disseminates Information for which license fees

exchanges, news wires, analysis services, and credit ratings agencies.

Pay As You Go
A charging model where the moredata you consume, the higher the fees. Fees tend to 
increase when different data is requested, rather than when the same data is requested 
multiple times but policies vary.

Pay Per Request/ 
Price Per Request/ 
Per-Price Request 
(PPR)

A charging model where each individual price request is counted and may be charged, 
even for repeated requests of the same item. Sometimes referred to as quote metering or 
metered quotes.

Service Facilitator dissemination, or processing of Information but that does not use the information for its 
A firm that assists a vendor or subscriber in one or more aspects of its receipt,

own purposes 

Appendix
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Subscriber vendor or sub-vendor, to use it internally. Distribution of the Information within the 
A firm that receives Information from an information provider, either directly or via a

subscriber may be controlled by the subscriber or a vendor.

Sub-Vendor from a vendor (or other sub-vendor) to redistribute to third-parties as part of value-added 
An organization with a secondary distribution agreement allowing it to receive information

services. 

Vendor (or Distributor or 
Redistributor)

from an information provider to redistribute to third-parties as part of value-added 
An organization with a primary distribution agreement allowing it to receive Information

services. Terms like “redistributor” and “distributor” are also sometimes used to identify 

providers and vendors.
this type of organization although the usage and definitions may not be consistent across

A.2 ABBREVIATIONS

Abbreviations used in this syllabus are listed below. It is beyond the scope of this syllabus to explain each term.

ATS / ATP Automated/Alternative Trading System/Platform

AUM Assets Under Management

EOD End of Day

FISD The Financial Information Services Association (previously Division) of SIIA (Software and 
Information Industry Association)

IDB Inter-Dealer Broker

MISU Multiple Instance/Installation, Single User

MTF Multilateral Trading Facility

OTC Over-The-Counter

Organized Trading FacilityOTF

PCF Product Component File

PAYG Pay As You Go

PPR Per-Price Request or Price/Pay Per Request.

SEF Swap Execution Facility
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Appendix B: Reference Material

B. 1 LIST OF FIRMS, PRODUCTS AND MECHANISMS

Example Firm Example Products / Service / Concept

3d Innovations DCDM

Axon Financial PEAR / Knowledge, ADS /Manage, ACT / Works

B2N The Exchange Guide

Ballintrae BMAP, BERRD

Bloomberg EMRS, Price Per Request policy

MDSL MDM

Ropnoy BDI, Kudos, Tattoo

ScreenINFOmatch INFOmatch

The Roberts Group FITS

Thomson Reuters DACS, DAS/DAD

Vela Dart

B.2 OTHER MATERIAL

It is recommended that candidates should read a number of information provider policies (but certainly not all of 
them) to get an idea of the variations in detail and range of language used.

Trainers should use appropriate parts of various information providers’ policies to exemplify aspects of the syllabus.

Candidates are advised to investigate the syllabus-related products and services and mechanisms offered and/or 
required by the following firms. Questions will not necessarily be asked relating to all the firms, products and services 
but no questions will be asked about firms, products or services that are not in the list. There are other firms with 
similar offerings and no implication is made about the relative merit of any.
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Appendix C: Exclusions
The following topics are not included in the syllabus. Candidates will not be expected to answer questions on them, 
but trainers may choose to touch on them to help understanding of the bigger picture and context of the syllabus:

• 
decision is made.
Rationale for buying data in the first place. It is assumed that data is required, without examining how the

• Vendor selection. The process of vendor selection is out of scope

• 

• Internal and contributed data, except in relation to redistribution of licensed data

• Internally generated non-derived data

• Compliance issues that are not related to data licensing

• The detail of trademark licensing and other intellectual property law. For example, IP usage licensing, in 
particular of Indexes, where there is no actual delivery of data, such as where index branding is used in 
marketing, promotion or endorsement of an ETF.

Actual policy document detail or real-life examples.  Examples of what to expect and/or look for will be
included, but not specific examples that are subject to change (like fees for delayed data) as that could quickly
make the exam out of date. An exception would be a reference to a concept in a specific policy by way of
example for study purpose. 
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FISD is a global neutral forum that has served the financial information industry for 
more than 20 years. Our 150+ global member companies recognize that market data 
distribution and efficient trade execution require a high level of consistent and 
predictable service - all of which are dependent on the close cooperation of many 
independent organizations and systems. Industry stakeholders support FISD as the 
forum of choice to identify and resolve the business and technical issues that affect the 
administration, distribution and utilization of market data.

Since 2010 FISD has offered professional credentialing tailored to the market and 
reference data industry. Developed in close consultation with subject matter experts, 
the exams in the FISD professional certification suite measure candidates’ mastery of 
key industry concepts. By studying the topics laid out in the exam syllabus, candidates 
are introduced to new information and reinforce their existing knowledge. The FISD 
professional certification program has set the standard for excellence which propels 
market and reference data practitioners to greater success.


